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Transport Motobike & Equipment 2022/2023 

1. Norway / Sweden / Germany 

Here we will stow everything neatly and secure it. The race bike and your equipment will be unloaded at BioSan Bike 

Hotel and properly stored in one of our long-term parking areas in our hall. 

  

2. Denmark  

Please load this yourself. This means that you will be provided with a transport box for an appointment. We have given the 

dimensions separately below. The listed equipment should also fit in there. We have often packed it ourselves and know that it 

fits. This box will be stored closed at our BikeHotel in the hall until you come to Spain and unload your transport box yourself. 

Information: Transportbox: 2.40 x 0.90 x 1.27 m 

  

Here your list what you have included, it makes no difference whether in a Transportbox or via BioSan-Truck: 

 1 Motorcycle  (empty motorcycle for petrol and disconnect battery) A must 

(Possibly empty the cooler of water, depending on how cold it gets) Your choice 

 Safety equipment such as suit, helmet, gloves and boots, etc. Perfect in a Bag! (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

 2 Motorcycle Stands/Lifters, NO Central-stand (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

 2 sets of extra tires (or 4 tires) (apply your name, initials or motorcycle number with tire crayons) A must 

 1 can of petrol up to a maximum of 20 liters or 1 jerrycan (must be empty) (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

 4 pcs transport-belts (only if you have a transportbox) A must 

 2 Boxes of 60 x 40 x 32 cm (your name is applied to the boxes) A must (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

 

Al transport from Norway – Sweden - Germany, is by our Biosan Truck 

 If you want another pick-up date homewards, you can send your bike with transportbox or send your bike with 

the Biosan Truck (without Box). 

 We don’t have boxes for all at the Bikes from Cartagena to home. We planed the transport and give you early 

information. How you get your Bike back to Sandinavia we decide. In Box or without. If you have in Box, you 

prepare it yourself early enough in Cartagena! 

 Or you can ordrer a transport any time you want in a transport box, the up-price is 50,00€. If you have 2 boxes, 

to send only one box, is double up on the price. 
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Order | FULL-NAME:__________________________Phone:______________________ 
              (Blockletters please) 

PICKUP in Norway, Sweden & Denmark: 
 
Germany/Kerken to Cartagena Bike Hotel: Transport in Biosan Truck 
 12. December 2022 from 08:00 to 12:00 h Ready for race 12. December 2022 

 13. February 2023     from 08:00 to 12:00h Ready for race 17. February 2023 

 
Germany/Karlsruhe to Cartagena Bike Hotel:  Transport in Biosan Truck      
 12. December 2022 from 19:00 to 20:00 h Ready for race 12. December 2022 

 13. February 2023   from  19:00 to 20:00 h Ready for race 17. February 2023 
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Handover Protocol (Blockletters please) 

Name, 1.Surname, 2.Surname: 

___________________________________________ 

Phone: 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Mail: 

___________________________________________ 

- 1 Motorcycle  (empty motorcycle for petrol and disconnect battery) A must 

(Possibly empty the cooler of water, depending on how cold it gets) Your choice 

        Racebike Model________________________________ 

        Framenumber (if you have)_________________________________ 

- Safety equipment such as suit, helmet, gloves and boots, etc. ALL in a BAG! (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

_______________________________________ 

        - 2 Motorcycle Stands/Lifters, NO Central-stand (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

_______________________________________ 

- 2 sets of extra tires (or 4 tires) (apply your fullname with tire crayons) A must 

_____ sets of extra wheels / ___used tires, ___unuse tires   

- 1 can of petrol up to a maximum of 20 liters or 1 jerrycan (must be empty) (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

Yes         No 

- 4 pcs transport-belts (only if you have a transportbox) A must 

- 2 Boxes of 60 x 40 x 32 cm (your name is applied to the boxes) A must (sign it on a Sticker with your Fullname) 

_____  Boxes , 1 folding chair 

EXTRA´s Select and Choose the Extras, what you need, in the Shop, please. If you have an extra wish, ask us! 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pick-up Date:_________________ 

Signature upon Pick-up: _______________________   Signature upon Pick-up: ________________________ 

                                            Client                                                                                                              Team Biosan 


